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III'STRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE:

L Section-A is conrpulsory.

2. Atternpt anyfour questionfrom Section-B

3. Atte.mpt any l.,uo questionfrom Section-C

SECTION.A (10x2:2t))

v  Q .1 .

(a) Round off the number 37,46235 to 4 significant figures and ..alculate relative error.
(b) Define Geometric and Arithmetic Mean.

(c) Four cards are drawn from a pack of cards. Find the probability that there is one card
ofeach suit.

(d) Define Chi square test,

(e) Discuss Regula falsi rnethod to find real root of a equation.
(f) Prove that A V: A _V.

6 r

(g) Evaluate [r-, dx by using Trapezoidal Rule.
l . I +  x '

(h) What is the firsr order initial value problem?

\- 
(i) calculate median from the values 30, 45,75, Gs, 50, s2,2g, 10, 4,). 35. s2

0) A box contains 3 red and 7 white balls. One ball is drawn and in ir s place ball of other color
is put in the box. Now one bail is drawn. Find the probability that l.all is Red.

SECTION-B (4x5:20)

Q.2- solve the following system of equations by Gauss Jordan Method

2x  -2y  +  5z  =  13 ,2x  +3y  +  4z  =  20 ,3x*  y  +32  =10
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Q.3.

Q.4.

Find the real root of the equation 3x:cosx'tlcorect to the three clecirnal place using
Newton-Raphson method.

Given the table of values, find y(2.g)

Q'5' The population of the certain tovrn (as obtained from census dat. ) is shown in the
following table

1961 1981

19.96 58.8  r

Find the rare of Grorvth of population in 1991.

Q'6' In a book of 520 pages, 390 typographical eror occur. Assuming poisson law for the
number of errors per page' Find the probability that a rand.om sarr rple of 5 pages rvill
contain no error.

SECTION.C (2x10:20)

Q.7.

Population in

thousands

dv
Lrrven 

fr-r' 
Y(l)=5. Find the solution correct to three ciecimal pi:rces irr the interval (1, 1.3)

by using Euler's Modified method with step size 0.1.

A random sample of 10 boys had the fol lowing I"e's:  70,720,1 r0, r01, gg, g3, 95, 9g,
r07 , and 100. Do these data support the assumption of a populati,n mean I"e of 100?
Given to.os: 2.262 for 9 degree of freedom.

Q.8.
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Q'9' A sun'ey of 320 families with 5 children each revealed the folirwing distribution.

No .o fboys  5  4  3  2  I  O

No.ofGir ls  0  1 2 3 4 5

No.of lanri l ies 14 56 110 gg 4A 12

Is this result consistent with the hypothesis that male and femalc births are equally
probable?

2

tr oorFor 4 degree of freedom is 9.48g.
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